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In this outstanding, eminently readable work of literary scholarship, Holmes explores the enigmatic
friendship between Samuel Johnson and the poet Richard Savage, whom Johnson memorialized in Lives of
the Poets. Synthesizing a wide array of contradictory historical sources, from Johnsons Life of Savage to

Boswell's Life of Johnson, the correspondence of Johnson's contemporaries and modern scholarship, Holmes
shows that Savage was a notorious and alluring figure when Johnson first arrived in London in 1737. . . .
"Holmes enlivens his study with keen insights into the art of biography and evocative glimpses into the
professional literary industry of 18th-century London: its oppositional politics, literary journals and Grub

Street coffee houses bustling with impoverished writers.
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Mr Savage

Samuel Johnson s Life of Mr Richard Savage 1744 short title Life of Savage and full title An Account of the
Life of Mr Richard Savage Son of the Earl Rivers was the first major biography published by Johnson.
Johnson and Mr. At home he is often found in the kitchen practicing his impressive cooking skills. Dr

Johnson Mr Savage is the story of a mysterious eighteenthcentury friendship. Johnson Mr. But Johnson and
Savage were friends intimate friends in London for about two years in the 1730s. Richard Savage was a poet
playwright and convicted murderer who roamed through the brothels and society salons of Augustan England
creating a legend of poetic injustice. View original item. Richard Savage was a poet playwright and convicted
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murderer who roamed through the brothels and society salons of Augustan England creating a legend of
poetic injustice.
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